Follow the Bouncing Ball
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Opportunities to Forgive and Remember the Truth
Miracles, Healing
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Our experience is like being in a cave and all our thoughts are projected on the walls, playing out through different scenarios and symbols. This drove the mind
insane. It couldn’t get away from its thoughts. Now we have a therapist to bring us back to sanity.
(3) See the Image
(1)
(2)
Thought of separation (attack)—sin—guilt—fear--“the world”
(4) Interpret thru past learning
Patient:
Decide for healing and accept that you and your brother are entitled to miracles. “When I am healed, I am not healed alone.”
Direct healing efforts to the mind level.
Give this situation the Holy Spirit to be used for the purpose of healing the cause and learning the truth of What you are and What your brother is. (#161)
I accept your healing power to (1) remove all errors the Son of God has made on himself and (2) undo the consequences (effect) of the errors.
Miracle Worker:
“The task of the miracle worker becomes to deny the denial of truth. If you give no power to the fog to obscure the light, it has none. (You) must (yourself)
withdraw that power, remembering that all power is of God. Perceive in sickness but another call for love, and offer your brother what he believes he cannot
offer himself. Learn to be quiet (give no interpretation, meaning or judgment) in the midst of turmoil. Look straight at every image that rises. Awake and
remember your purpose. Let the Holy Spirit remove all offenses of God’s Son against himself and perceive no one but through His guidance…Accept His healing
power and use it for all He sends you.” T.11.VII.12, T.12.II.2-5

